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1.

INTRODUCTION

In 1973 a trilateration network was established about 120 kilometres
east of the Australian Antarctic station Casey. It started on Law Dome
(S66 ° 43 '47", Ell2°50'08") and extended some 270 kilometres southwards in a
series of braced quadrilaterals (see Annex A). Geoceiver stations and
astronomical azimuths provided the control, with angles where necessary.
In 1975 the network was to be remeasured. The Division of National
Mapping again provided a surveyor.
2.

GLACIOLOGY FIELD PERSONNEL

Two field trips were planned for the remeasurement, the first one in
autunm-winter, the second one in spring-summer. Eight men were to go on
each trip, five of them on both. These were the glaciologist, the
electronics engineer, the electronics technical officer, the Geoceiver
operator from the United States Geological Survey and the National Mapping
surveyor. The other three were the two diesel mechanics and either a radio
operator or a meteorological observer, depending on who was available.
3.

PRE-DEPARTURE PREPARATIONS

By mid-November 1974 most of the twenty-six men for the 1975 season
were in Melbourne for indoctrination and training and to prepare both
personal and official equipment. The seven glaciology field personnel
organised meetings for general discussion and planning of the work ahead,
and to check various instruments. The Tellurometers were f o w d to be in
poor condition and in need of a complete overhaul. Most of the internal
parts were renewed, the work being performed by the electronics staff at
Antarctic Division, Department of Science. The Geoceiver was also given a
test run on the roof of the building. The batteries were overheating and
the power supply in general needed much work done on it before departure.
Two new fibreglass living caravans had been designed by the Royal Melbourne
Institute of Technology (RMIT). They were similar to the ones already at
Casey, but bigger (3.3 m x 3.3 m x 2.5 m) and weighed about 2 tons.
Modifications and additions - to bnnks, wiring, installation of stove,
etc - were done up to the last minute before departure.
4.

SHIPBOARD ROUfINE

All loading was finally completed and the 'Toala Dan' officially
farewelled on 10 January 1975 at 1700 hours, stopping at the ammunitions
wharf to load some explosives before heading out to sea.
1

Once at sea, and until the ship neared the Antarctic mainland everyone
had their time to themselves. Talks were held by the doctor on coid weather
safety and hygiene, and by the chief helicopter pilot on aircraft use and
safety. Depths were sounded on a 24-hour roster by all the expedition
members from latitude 60 ° S until Casey was reached.
After a calm trip, Commonwealth Bay was sighted in the late afternoon
of 18 January. A short visit ashore for everyone was organised next
morning; the main object of this visit was to report on the condition of
Mawson' s Hut for possible future restoration (Plate 1) . The ship left the
same afternoon for Dumont D'Urville, the French Antarctic station, and
after a short courtesy visit during which the base was opened for inspection,
left for Casey on 20 January. Only light pack ice was encolllltered and
progre s w s uninterrupted until Casey was sighted on 23 January, the ship
anchoring 1n Newcomb Bay. Shortly after arrival the wind increased rmtil
it was blowing a medium strength blizzard, about 75 knots, which lasted two
dafs .. When it eased enough to rmload, the ship moved closer to Casey,
swinging on a ow anchor and mooring by stern lines to bollards on Bailey
Rocks. Unloading procedure had already been explained, and everyone knew
what was expected and what had to be done.
5.

HELICOPTER OPERATIONS

The Al uett: helicopter carried on the 'Toala Dan' was useful, especially
to the glac1olog1st. On 29 January it was available for survey use, so the
day was spend carrying beacons to trig stations to the south of Casey, as
far as Hau t Nunataks. These beacons had been prepared beforehand during
the unloading. They were 44-gallon drums with one end removed and a
sq are section (about 0.1 m) taken out of the other end for centering,
pa7nted re . A temporary ground mark in the form of a small triangle was
chiselled 1n the rock at each new station. Panels for photo identification
were painted on the surrounding rock.
Angles had to be observed from Browning Peninsula (NM/S/100) and
Robinson Ridge (NM/S/103) to intersect the four nunataks along the coast
around Penney Bay. As the weather was calm and it was possible to work late
(there being nearly 24 hours daylight still), a quick return trip to Casey
was organised to get a tent and supplies. These were put on Browning
Peninsula, the helicopter then returning to Casey for the night. Horizontal
angles nly were observed during that night and early next morning, until
the helicopter returned. No anglework was possible at Robinson Ridge as
the helicopter was required elsewhere that day.
6.

1974-1975 CHANGEOVER

The offic al changeover occurred on 31 January, the 1974 crew changing
over to the ship and the 1975 crew moving into the station. On 3 February
the 'Toala Dan' left for Melbourne.
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7.

AUTUMN FIELD TRIP PREPARATIONS

7.1

Vehicles and Equipment

All field personnel were engaged in preparing vehicles, sledges and
equipment for the first field trip. This involved a lot more work than
expected, and the early departure all hoped for was delayed.
7.1.1

D5 Caterpillar Tractors

The two D5 caterpillar tractors (105 hp, 14 tons) were prepared
first. They had been fitted with turbochargers for operating at high
altitudes, and had extra wide tracks to reduce the ground pressure to about
4 lbs/sq in. New tracks had been brought from Melbourne; fitting them
involved four people for six days, using the Hyster cranes for heavy lifting.
Extra work to be done included the resealing of the cabins and the fitting of
racks to the back of the tractors to stand on while refuelling. Further
maintenance and servicing was done by the diesel mechanics.
7.1. 2

Sledges

Four or five Frank Smith sledges were to be taken. These were
general purpose sledges 4.0 x 1.8 m, weighing about 1.1 tons and capable of
a 5-ton load. All needed many new floor timbers to replace those either
broken or missing. Runners and towing bars had to be repaired and
straightened. Side rails were fitted to make it easier to chain up the
fuel drums, food racks and spares, and to stop the load shifting or being
thrown off in heavy sastrugi. When they were ready they were loaded with
fuel - aviation turbine kerosene (ATK) for the vehicles and Lister diesels,
petrol for the Herman Nelson heaters, oil and glycol - and towed away to
Sl, the site of an experimental building about 8 km inland from Casey and
most of the way up the steep initial climb. One Freighter sledge was also
to be taken, 6.1 x 2.4 m weighing 2.5 tons, taking a 9-ton load, with
articulated runners. Much work also had to be done to this sledge to make
it serviceable.
7.1. 3

Nodwells

The two RNll0 Nodwells (large, independent, tracked vehicles
accommodating usually two people, and fitted out for living and working see Plate 10) - were the greatest problem, and were the main reason for the
delayed departure. Nodwells 2 and 3 were to be taken, No 2 being worked on
first. The diesel mechanics completely overhauled the engine, gearbox, and
clutch, then with the aid of the electronics engineers installed a 24-volt
generator for driving instruments. The existing banks of batteries for the
12-volt and 24-volt supplies were at the rear of the vehicle tm.der the
shelf. With this system terminals had to be changed and reconnected when
going from one voltage to another, so the batteries were removed and
relocated in a more convenient position so that 12 and 24-volt supply
could be permanently tapped from them. Existing 12 and 24-volt wiring,
mostly PVC, was taken out and replaced with pyro tubing. The interior was
cleaned and painted. Shelves for personal gear, instruments and food were
built in, then the instruments - VHF radio, navigation radar, ice radar
and barograph installed. Additional handrails were fitted on the roof for
safety, a support to carry the VHF antenna welded on and a large cross-bar
3

to carry the ice radar antennae added. Defective driving lights were
replaced and many minor repairs carried out. Some broken springs had to
be replaced and the tracks repaired. A cyclometer with electronically
driven counter was added to measure distances; it had a mechanical counter
on the wheels in case the primary unit failed. After fitting out with food,
fuel and personal equipment, Nodwe 11 2 was ready for departure.
Nodwell 3 also took a lot of work, mainly due to an unserviceable
gearbox. One bearing had to be replaced, a new one being turned on a lathe.
After reassembling and trying to fit the gearbox it was found that the
clutch bellhousing was of a different size and would not bolt to the engine.
Many modifications had to be made to overcome this.
7 .1.4

Workshop Caravans

Two workshop caravans were to be taken. These contained the
Lister diesels driving 7.5 KVA alternators for 240-volt power supply, as
well as a complete set of tools for all the vehicles. Theyweighed about
2.7 tons. They both had to be cleaned out and restocked with tools and
spares. •Modifications and realignments had to be done to one of the
alternators and exhaust systems, as well as the rewiring of the switchboards.
7.1.5

Living Caravans

RMIT living caravans needed further alterations. Racks were built
on the front to take the standard size fibreglass food boxes, with an extra
stand for the VHF antenna. A gas bottle was added to the rear and the step
modified. Radio and other instruments, personal gear, food and cooking
equipment was installed.
7.2

Personal Preparations

First aid lessons were organised by the doctor to give everyone a basic
knowledge in case of emergency. Each item ii:1 he comprehensive med cal
kit was explained, as regards dosages, quantities, etc. So e practical work
(injections and suturing) was also done. Everyone was subJected to a
thorough medical examination shortly before departure.
Practice measurements on Tellurometers were organised, using the
complete field set up from a caravan to familiarise everyone w th the
operation, and also to give the instruments_a final check. Trial
observations on daylight stars were done using the Ney method to check the
T3 theodolite, the stopwatches and radio, and to establish an observing
routine between observer and recorder.
8.

AUTUMN FIELD TRIP

The first major field trip eventually left Casey late on 3 April, with
the first stop at Sl to pick up the fuel sledges and to reasse ble each D5
train. Much difficulty was experienced trying to get the heavily laden D5
trains away, as each was towing nearly 25 tons. The combin tion of slope
5
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The field party was made up of 'A' and 'B' teams, the letters
representing the sides of the trilateration network they_were to work on ..
Toe 'A' team was made up of Nodwell 2 and a D5 tractor towing three Frank Smith
fuel sledges, a workshop caravan and the RMIT caravan. The 'B' team was made
up of Nodwell 3 and a D5 tractor towing one Freighter fuel sledge, one
Frank Smith fuel sledge, a workshop caravan and the RMIT caravan. Radio
call signs had been allocated to each vehicle, prefixed with the team
letter. Nodwells were Al and Bl, the D5s A2 and B2, the RMITs A3 and B3.
A typical call sign therefore should be 'Al to B3', which meant the 'B' side
RMIT was calling the 'A' side Nodwell.
Toe route out to Law Dome (see Annex B) was marked by canes and drums
at 0.5 to 1 km intervals - a complete list of markers and distances was
in the survey office at Casey. Soon after passing Blythe Junction the
traverse was stopped by a two-day blizzard (Plate 7). After it eased, the
1
B I team went off to the. Autostation (Plate 18) and the 'A' team direct to
B00l and AOOl. The Autostation was an automatic recording station for
scientific data. It included a Riometer (Relative Ionospheric Capacity
Meter) which recorded the 30 megahertz incoming radiation through the
atmosphere, a fluxgate magnetometer to monitor the earth's magnetic field,
and meteorological instruments to record air pressure, wind speed and
direction. Data was recorded automatically on 7-track half-inch magnetic
tape, 975 m long with room for 5,000,000 samples of data using CMOS logic.
A crystal-controlled clock, accurate to 1 second/year, recorded the time of
each recording. The tapes were retrieved at least once a year, either by
an expedition passlng through or by helicopter during the changeover periods.
An All-Sky camera took one picture every five minutes for monitoring auroras,
switched on by a photocell. Banks of lead acid batteries were used to
power the instruments, which were charged by solar panels and by a wind
driven generator. Only the wind generator, the antennae and meteorological
instruments were still above grolUld. The recording equipment and batteries
·were in a room now below the surface - it was originally on the surface,
but had been covered by snow over the years.
At AOOl the Geoceiver was set up for the first time on 10 April 1975,
the beginning of the traverse network. A small fuel dump was dug out of
the ice and re-established on the surface. 'B' team rejoined next day and
the main work began.
Soon after the remeasurement began there was a major mechanical breakdown
at 8003, Nodwell 3 having a seized engine bearing. It could not be repaired,
and the vehicle was left. One of the men from the 'B' team joined the 'A'
team to give more room in the caravan. Nodwell 2 now had to continually go
from the 'A' side to the 'B' side to do both forward Tellurometer measurements.
Station A003 was missing and had to be replaced. Whiteouts - diffused light
coming through thin cloud causing a total or partial loss of depth perception
due to the absence of all shadows - low temperatures and strong drifts often
slowed progress. A009 was reached on 25 AprH, and the Geoceiver set up.
A blizzard stopped all operations until 7 May, when an astro-azimuth was
observed and travelling resumed. Station B013 was missing, and some time
was spent trying to relocate it. The line between A014 and B015 could not
be measured due to a ridge in between, so an intermediate station was set up
and tied by measurement to A014, A015 and B015. The Geoceiver was set up on
A015 on 16 May. It was originally intended to try and finish the autumn
trip at B021, but now winter was close and there were so many delays due to
5

bad weather that we finished at A015. All the spare fuel was taken up to
B021 and added to the existing dump there; two men remained behind to try
for an astro-azimuth if the weather cleared. The rest went on with the
remaining vehicles. While at B021 trouble was experienced with the D5
tractors, the alternator in the workshop caravan and with the Herman Nelson.
This prevented them returning to A015 until 24 May, whereupon everything was
immediately made ready to leave for Casey. The weather at A015 was
notoriously foul, as it lay in the "Saddle 11 and the winds channelled down
into it; everyone was therefore anxious to be away as the continual strong
wind and drift snow made outside work unpleasant.
The return trip started on 26 May, travelling almost non-stop to A003
where the 'B' team branched off to retrieve Nodwell 3 still at B003. The
rest continued to B001 for a Geoceiver station, arriving late afternoon ·on
27 May - giving an average speed of almost 5 km/hour. This was a reasonable
speed as the surface was relatively smooth. From B001, the 'A' team went
back to Casey via Cape Folger (see Annex B), making ice radar and gravity
measurements. An ice core sample was taken at the 1974 drill site to be
examined for oxygen isotopes for climatology studies. Everyone was back at
Casey by 4 June 1979.
9.

WORKING PROCEDURE

Once the Tellurometer measurements began, the 'A' and 'B' teams were to
act separately, each going down their own side of the network. The usual
practice was for the Nodwells to move off together in the morning to the
forward station; while they were travelling the OS trains would be preparing
to move, heating the OS engines, etc. When the Nodwells reached their new
stations the back and diagonal measurements would be made. If another_
quadrilateral was to be measured, then all vehicles would move up to the
next station. If not, the DS trains alone would move up and join the
Nodwells, the former two in the meantime measuring the cross distance
between the occupied stations.

N

B013
'B' side
DS train

A013
'A 1 side
DS train

1,---------

8015 I ,
I
Barometric Levelling (see Annex C)

The final pressure reading for the station elevation was taken manually
after arriving at the forward station and notifying the base station so that
the tw9 readings were taken simultaneously.
9.2

'A' side
Nodwell
A014

Barometric levelling was recorded continuously on the barograph
(serial 747) by Nodwell 2 while moving from one station to the next. This
was to record the surface profile. The 'A' side train usually acted as a

Ice Radar (see A nex C)

Ice radar measurements for dep hs of ice were also taken while travelling.
Nodwell 2 had two antennae for this purpose, a transmitter and receiver
one on e ch side ?f th vehicle. By comparison of these readings with th;
barometric levelling, ice depths and a profile of the bedrock could be
obtained. The ice radar results were recorded photographically from a
cathode ray tube. The intensity of the signal from the ice radar was so
great hat_the VHF radio ha to be turned off to prevent damage; so no
communication was ever poss1.ble with Nodwell 2 while it was travelling.
Polarization studies were done at various stations with the Nodwell
stationary. The transmitting and receiving antennae were rotated through
360 ° separately, and the echo times and strengths observed to see if the ice
layers were rotating the direction of polarization of the wave. The results,
however, were random and only produced a better picture of the bedrock at
that point.
9.3

Accumulation of Snow (see Annexes D and E)

At ach station the accumulation was measured. The station mark was
a 5 cm diameter snowpole o steel tubing, n three sections 3.15 m long, each
fl ged at one end to receive another section. The bottom two sections were
white, the top one black and orange for easier identification. A hole was
bored 2 m deep with a Sipre corer to take the snowpole. The accumulation
was easu:ed from the bottom flange to the ground. By comparison of this
readin? with the 1973 value, the amount of accumulation (or ablation) could
be derived. A stamped metal tag was wired to each pole for identification.
9.4

Typical disposition of
vehicles during
measurements.
'B' side
Nodwel 1

9.1

' I

II

base station for this purpose, taking readings every 10-15 minutes, depending
on how quickly the barometric pressure was changing.

Gravity

Gr vity easurements ere made at each station to determine the change
.
in_the ice thickness and time, and to supplement the ice-radar for ice
thickness determination knowing the latitude and elevation. The latter use '
however, gave considerable anomalies and was only a very rough guide. A
Lacoste & Romberg Type 6 gravitymeter was used.
10.

TELLUROMETER MEASUREMENTS

The MRA2 Tellurometers (serials 976, 2029, 2039 and 2040) had been
dapted so that the antenna and dipole could be separated from the main
instrument (Plat s 12 and 13) .. The antenna was mounted high on the snowpole,
two cables carrying the transmitted and received signal to and from the
Tellurometer inside the caravan or vehicle. This worked well for operator
comf?r , as measurements could still proceed in otherwise unsuitable
conditions. :The only problem was that much of the power output was lost
in the cables. On the other hand, the extra clearance over the ice,

6
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12.

NAVIGATION

12.4 Navigation Radar

12.1 Astro Compasses
The astro compass was found to be simple, effective and reliable. It
had the advantage of being able to use the sun, moon and stars or glow
through clouds from either sun or moon, and of not being affected by unknown
or changing magnetic declination. It mechanically solved the astronomical
triangle and was used in conjunction with the Nautical Almanac for the
appropriate year: values interpolated from this (GHA and hence LHA and the
declination) were set on the compass. The latitude was set and the bearing
of the direction of travel read off after aligning the sights on the
celestial object observed.
The astro compass mounts on the vehicles had to be aligned for and aft,
or else the misalignment known and applied to the bearing. The Nodwells
usually went on ahead of the DSs, so it was up to them to find the next
station. By keeping to the set course as closely as possible it was possible
to arrive quite near to the next station, even over long distances. Each
of the Nodwells had an astro compass mount on the roof, just in front of
the roof hatch. Both DS tractors also had a mount on their cab roofs, though
they were seldom used due to the extreme jolting the compass received while
travelling. One mount was later transfe:rred to a F:reighter caravan; this
was quite effective as it was a relatively smooth base. Course cor:rections
were given from the caravan to the OS by VHF radio.
An example of a calculation sheet is given in Annex G.
12.2 Magnetic Compasses
These were used as little as possible, due to the large magnetic
declination which could vary suddenly in a short distance. Normal magnetic
declination was 97 ° west at AOOl, but this could change to 107 ° west quite
abruptly. They were therefore used only on those occasions when it was not
possible to use an astrocompass. Compasses supplied ranged from the prismatic
oil filled type, to less satisfactory hand held models.
12.3 Cyclometers
One was fitted to each Nodwell from a bracket on the rear step. Both
had electronic components driving odometers inside the vehicle. They were
effective and accurate, and it was never necessary to resort to the standby
mechanical odometer on the wheel. The tyres on the wheels of the cyclometers
were kept flat: the continual flexing of thetyre prevented a large, buildup
of snow arolllld the rim.
The D5 trains had no cyclometers; if they had to travel ahead of the
Nodwells, distances were measured by noting times of departures and of every
stop, and in which gear the D5 was travelling. Second gear was known to be
3. 8 km/hour, third gear 4. 6 km/hour. This was an effective method and gave
good results, but it failed if much winching had to be done.
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The radar fitted in each Nodwell was a useful instrument, though it had
to be used with caution. Early in the first field trip too much reliance
was placed on it, which resulted in lost time by travelling to wrong points
visible on the radar screen. In rough country the higher sastrugi peaks were
also picked up, and numerous traces were seen on the screen. In this case,
the radar was useless as it was impossible to distinguish the station from
the false traces. Proper tuning was essential to locate a station as
mistuning could cause a trace to disappear. The radars were especially
useful at night, as the Nodwell could zero in on a station until it could
be seen in the headlights.
13.

NEW STATION LOCATION

Occasionally it happened that on arriving at a predetermined point no
station was visible. Unless due to an error in navigation this meant that
the pole had been bent or broken by the wind and covered by snow. The
procedure was then to do a. series of coarse readings on the tellurometer to
the other three stations in the quadrilateral (if only one was missing). By
comparison with the 1973 distances, if would be seen if the vehicle was
near the correct position. If not, a bearing and distance would be plotted
to the original site. A new pole would be put in if the original one was
not found, and the measurements taken. Sometimes observations could not be
taken from the origina: site, as ice movement since 1973 had moved the
station from a ridge down to one side. A new station would be located on
the ridge.
14.

CONTROL STATIONS

Control stations for the network were at AOOl, B001, A009, AOlS, B021,
A026 and A034. At each of these stations Geoceiver observations were made
and an astro azimuth observed.
14. 1 Geocei ver
The Geoceiver was usually set up eccentric to the station so that
Tellurometer measurements could proceed while the Geoceiver was running.
This differed from the previous accepted routine of setting the Geoceiver
exactly over the station mark by cutting off the snowpole at ground level - a
new bottom section (corresponding in length to the section cut off) would
be added and the pole replaced after the Geoceiver was removed. Eccentric
corrections were calculated and added after the tapes had been processed in
the USA. The minimum length of time spent at each station was three days,
which enabled 30-40 passes of the satellite to be obtained. Only one
satellite (20131) was observed, the Geoceiver being kept in manual mode.
Prediction tables gave the times of rise and set of the satellite, with
azimuths and maximum altitudes. The Geoceiver was turned on for each pass.
The prediction tables had been calculated·a year in advance, but were
reasonably accurate, with a slight drift through the year. There was usually
a constant difference between the predicted and actual rise time. If more
than one satellite was up at once, the Geoceiver would lock on to the
11

strongest signal. If this was the wrong one, the instrument had to be
manually detuned and locked on to the correct one. With experience, it was
possible to tell if the correct satellite was locked on by the sound it made.
Pressure, temperature and humidity, station and satellite identification
were displayed on the front of the control unit in the caravan. A "header"
and "trailer", punched separately before and after each pass, recorded this
information and separated the passes. An electronic clock showed time to
the nearest minute; a fl ashing light indicated each second. The punching
unit operated automatically twice every minute when tracking, on the 32nd
and 60th second, and recorded time and Doppler shift from the satellite on
to 8-track paper tape. Each pass would take approximately 15 minutes.
Th inf rma ion on the tapes was sent by teletype from Casey to Johns Hopkins
University in the USA. When processed, the information was sent back to
Casey and to the Department of Science in Australia. The results were on the
NWL8E ellipsoid and had to be transformed to the International Spheroid
for Antarctic purposes. This was done in Canberra by the Divison of National
Mapping.
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Typical arrangement of eccentric theodolite and
Geoceiver at Geoceiver control stations
. Th antenna was set up on a Wild T2 telescopic tripod, the legs pushed
firmlf rnto the snow_and kept as low as possible. It was also guyed against
the wrnd. The Geoceiver had to be placed at a reasonable distance from the
vehicles so as to give a reasonably uninterrupted horizon, and was tied
into the actual station mark by measurement (Plates 10 and 11).
14. 2 Astro Azimuths
An astro azimuth was observed at each Geoceiver site using the Ney
method. A Wild T3 theodolite (serial 90981) was used, with a Heuer 0.1 s
split-second-hand stopwatch and using VNG time signals. On the first field
trip all observations were done at night; on the second,daylight stars used.
A dozen or more sets were observed if possible.

In preparing for observations, the tripod was first set up and the legs
driven hard into the snow. Pillars of snow were often built up around the
legs, which gave an extremely solid base when set, helped prevent differential
expansion between wood and metal parts, and also reduced any settling. The
theodolite was placed on the tripod and levelled, then left to cool and
12

Prediction tables were used for finding the daylight stars. They gave
apparent Wild T3 settings for azimuth and altitude for every 5 minutes of
time (LST). An initial azimuth first had to be observed from the sun.
Twenty-four of the brightest stars were listed. Though the tables were
calculated for 1973 they were still suitable for use in 1975, the maximum
change being about 4 minutes in azimuth and 1. 5 minutes in altitude.
Communication with the recorder in winter was by an intercom system;
in summer he was outside by the instrument. The intercom system allowed
the recorder to be in the relative warmth of the caravan, making it easier
for him to write. The other end of the intercom system was taped to the
theodolite tripod.

A 12-volt battery placed under the tripod supplied power for the
internal lights of the theodolite. In extreme cold this had to be replaced
often as the low temperature reduced its capacity.
A pair of electric gloves were used on the second field trip, protecting
the hands well from the cold and making observing much easier. This allowed
much better control of the instrument due to the increased "feel", though
they had the disadvantage of draining the battery quickly. If no electric
gloves were available, woollen gloves with Cape leather gloves over them
worked quite well for a short time.

Power cable

Workshop caravan

settle before final levelling. A screen was set up as high as possible for
wind protection (Plate 10). The whole instrument had to be completely
shaded: radiation played havoc with the sensitive plate bubble (7"/2 mm),
if part of it was exposed to the sun.

When observing, care had to be taken not to breathe on the instrument,
as this caused the eyepiece and lens to fog up. If the eye or cheek touched
the theodolite in very cold weather, eyelashes or skin would stick.
The 40x eyepiece, was mostly used for daylight stars. For night work,
the 30x eyepiece gave easier intersections of the star over the five
vertical crosshairs. 40x was best for observing over the ground to the
reference object, a light on a snowpole on the other side of the network.
All observations were recorded in National Mapping azimuth field books.
15.

SETTING UP CAMP

When stopp1ng overnight or for a longer period, the D5 train in
particular had to be parked in a special way, as drifts formed quickly in
even slight wind. Entrances to caravans could be blocked if the caravan
was facing the wrong direction. The entrance had to be just on the leeward
side, so that the wind scoured any drift away from the door. The
prevailing wind was from east to south-east, so the vehicles and sledges
were parked in a generally north-south direction. Each sledge or caravan
was pulled up in turn so that there was plenty of slack in the cable necessary for moving off, so that only one sledge at a time started to move.
The caravan itself was winched up to the snowpole for Tellurometer
measurements. The workshop caravan was winched up close enough to the fuel
sledge in front of it so that the hose from the pump in a 44-gallon drum
13

could reach the tank in the front of the workshop for the Lister diesel,
which used 0.3 gallons of ATK per hour. In this way refuelling was simplified
in a blizzard.
Some food was taken from the sledge and put in a box near the caravan;
again, in bad weather, this helped delay the unpleasant task of going to the
sledge for more food. Power lines from the workshops were slung via the roofs
to the caravan and Nodwell - these had to be kept above ground level to
prevent them being buried from snowfalls or drift. The electric cables had
to be sheathed in special rubber to withstand the cold as normal flex became
brittle and cracked. The HF aerials for the CODAN radio were also set out
at every stop, as there was a daily radio schedule with Casey in the evenings.

\J
Snow drifts
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In extreme cases, where the temperatures were low and a strong wind was
blowing, it was not uncommon to take four hours or more to warm an engine
enough to start it, the oil being so thick. If the engine was started before
the oil was thin enough to be circulated properly then the oil pump was at
risk. To see if the oil was thin enough, one checked the dipstick - if the
oil dripped off, it was thin enough to start the engine. If it still
coagulated it was too thick to start.
17.

TOWING

Each sledge or caravan was on a separate cable, all being connected to
a towing block which in turn was connected to the winch cable (not the towing
hook as this was limited to approximately a 5 ton load) on the D5. The
towing block was a triangular thick steel block with the winch cable
connected at the apex and the other cables connected at the base. Before
moving off, each sledge and caravan was given a lift and push in one corner
by the D5 to "break it out", as the runners tend to ice in when stopped.
When starting, or even bogging down, the winch cable was let rnn free until
the D5 reached maximum speed or firmer grot.md. The winch brake was then
applied suddenly and the shock usually got the sledges moving, one at a time.
This was the reason fm: leaving plenty of slack cable between the sledges
when stopping, as when the seldges were heavy or iced in the 05 often could
not start the whole lot moving at the same time.
If the D5 t.ra tor had bogged down and could not start the train, it was
necessary to nncouple the towing block and bring the D5 back to pull each
sledge up to give the cables slack and then try again to move off.

PREPARING VEHICLES

For heating the D5 engines, and sometines the Nodwells, a Herman Nelson
aircraft heater was used. This was a petrol driven unit with a separate
burner section capable of 400 000 btu/hour and heating air up to 200 ° c , and
with a powerful fan to blow the hot air through a hose to the engine being
warmed. They used 2.5 gallons of petrol/hour when heating. The D5 tractor
later had a special plate fitted below their engine sumps for the best
heating of the oil and water. The D5 engine had a special heavy blanket
over the whole engine section. The hot air blown in from below therefore
was contained well. Often on colder, windier days the hose had to have
blankets wrapped around it to help reduce heat loss, and occasionally a
screen had to be erected on the windward side to help keep the wind off the
D5 and Herman Nelson. The carburettor on the Herman Nelson was susceptible
to icing up on cold days, especially with drift blowing. The special burner
nnit on the carburettor did little to alleviate this, so when it iced up
the whole engine section had to be removed (a simple job in fine weather with
no gloves on with only three butterfly nuts) and taken into the workshop van
to have the fuel lines de-iced. The heaters were normally carried in. the
workshop caravans.
The Nodwells had their own Ebers Pacher engine heaters capable of
52 000 btu/hour. This system was modified so that the warm air was blown
directly onto the sump instead of the engine head for maximum benefit. A
screen was normally tied around the front of the vehicle to stop the wind
blowing nnderneath as the vehicles had to be parked facing into the wind.
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At times in soft snow the 05 tractor could not gain enough traction,
despite its extra wide tracks, to get all the sledges moving. Two or three
might be moving, but the weight of the next one would be too much and the
D5 would stop and bog down. This could sometimes be overcome by putting
one or even two sledges directly on the drawbar of the tractor, particularly
if they were of the Freighter type, and the winch cable then passed under
them to the towing block behind them. The extra inertia gained by
these sledges travelling directly with the tractor would held to pull the
rear ones into motion when the winch brake was applied.
18.

CASEY SURVEYS

A£ter the return from the first traverse, preparations started for
survey work in the Casey area between Wilkes and Haupt Nunataks: the
proper monumentation and beaconing of all trig stations, some Tellurometer
measurements, the location of various islands and reefs, and angle work. Some
of the work entailed camping out. Mechanical support would have been welcome,
but there were personnel problems and it was decided to do the work by
manhauling. This decision was made easier by the number of volunteers keen
to do a camping trip. Two of these trips were planned, the first one going
as far as Robinson Ridge, beaconing and monumenting, the second as far as
Browning Peninsula monumenting all stations en route (Plates 3 and 4).
These trips were successful and all the mainland stations south of Casey,
as far as Browning Peninsula, were monumented, beaconed and connected to the
Casey trigonomentrical network. (See Annex J for map of the area covered
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and for details of equipment taken.) Brass plaques were made for the
station marks, 80 mm in diameter with a raised centre, with the station
identification number punched on. A "U" shaped piece was welded to
the bottom of the plaque to help anchor the plaque. A Cobra percussion
rock drill was used to drill the holes in the rocks for the station marks.
It normally functioned well though was hard to start in cold weather.
The plaques were set in the rock with molten sulphur.
ulphur in
powder form was melted in a tin over a stove. An asbestos lid was placed on
the tin to prevent the sulphur from catching alight as it was difficult
to put out once on fire. This als kept in most. of the fumes emitted by
the molten sulphur. When molten, it was poured into the hole and the plaque
put in. It set quickly and held the plaque firmly in he rock. Th stov
was usually placed inside a 44-gallon drum to protect it from the wrnd while
burning.

A trip was done to Robinson Ridge to erect an emergency shelter there
(this was actually the former Sl building). At the same time it was hoped to
finish the intersection of the four nunataks around Penney Bay. However,
nearly continuous white-outs prevented any observing, so it had to be left
for another trip. It was finally done just before the spring glaciology
field trip, though no vertical angles could be read due to unfavourable
conditions.
It was intended to level from the Wilkes Level Datum around to Casey.
On testing the instrument (a Hilger and Watts Autoset) the compensator was
found to stick badly in different positions. The project was therefore
abandoned as there was no guarantee of reliable results being obtained.
19.

WINTER FIELD TRIP

Most of the beacons consisted of a 44-gallon drum, with one end cut
out and a 0.1 m square section cut out of the other end in the centre for
positioning over the ground mark. The d:um was filled wit rocks to prevent
it being blown away by the wind. A section of snowpole, eithe: red or
orange and black, was . et in the centre of the drum for observing to. Two
stations Gll and G12, had proper vane beacons made up as they were already
set on l;rge boulders. These were guyed into position but could easily be
removed (Plate 6). The beacons, rock drill, stove, etc, were usually
loaded on a Nansen sledge and manhauled to the station. Several people
were always willing to help_, and the success of the work was largely due
to their support.

A short field trip was organised from 23 July to 18 August for the
glaciology section, going as far as BOOl and covering the Lanyon-BlythCape Folger Lines. Ice radar was observed continuously, with gravity at each
main station. Geoceiver positions were obtained at Strain Grids B & Q, at
the Autostation, at the S2 experimental building site and at the 1974 drill
Site. Eight people were involved on this traverse, but only three, the
glaciologist, the Geoceiver operator and the electronics engineer were from
the group who were going on both main glaciological trips. The other six
were station personnel who were free to go and who wanted a break from
station life.

Until 21 June, work was only done close to Casey, and also in preparing
beacons, sledges and other equipment. Another Nansen sledge had to be
assembled for the second manhauling trip, and both sledges had to be
strengthened to take the heavy loads. On 21-23 Ju."'lethere was a break for
midwinter celebrations - and later recovery!

20.

Kilby Reef, Kilby Island and Molholm Island were fixed b r section
from surroundinu0 trig stations. Kilby Reef was located by drilling through
•
the sea ice until rock was struck under water. Eccentric stations
were
used for angle observations at Molholm and Kilby Islands.
ey were not
recoverable points as the existing drum beacons on these points were
connected by measurement to the eccentric stations and the centre of the
.beacon adopted as the station mark. All the angles were later reduced back
to this point.
Horizontal and vertical angles were observed from as many trig
stations as possible using the T3 theodolite. The T2 could not be used for
this work as it tended to sieze at temperatures only slightly below zero.
Wilkes station was visited to fix the position of the Level Datum Point
and of the Ionospherics Mast, which was found broken and bent over.
Tellurometer distances were measured from Budnick Hill (NM/S/106) to
G9 Gll and NM/S/104; and from G9 to NM/S/104. The existing beacon (three
dn'ims high) on Budnick Hill was connected to the actual station m rk adjacent
to it. The Tellurometers did not perform well over these short distances
(500 to 2000 m), and repeat measurements were necessary to try for better
results.
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SPRING FIELD TRIP PREPARATION

Preparations for the spring field trip had been going on for many weeks,
again mainly on the mechanical side. Both DS tractors had their engine heads
removed for decarboning and valve grinds. New cabin heaters were installed,
the original ones having proved inefficient in colder weather as they were
W1able to keep the windscreen from icing up. A complete vehicle service also
had to be done. Nodwell 3 needed much work on the engine again, to replace
the seized bearing. A new one was turned on the lathe in the workshops, and
this ftmctioned well for the rest of the year.
Both Herman Nelson heaters were stripped down and modified for better
starting, as this had caused many problems in the autumn field trip. The
workshop caravans had repairs and maintenance done to both the Lister diesels
and the alternators. Two Freighter caravans were to be taken this time
instead of the two RMIT caravans. Additions had to be made to them in the
form of a roof deck and for the clamping arrangements to the snowpoles.
Though these caravans weighed a lot more than the_RMITs (4.5 tons against
2 tons), the extra weight was justified as they had far more room inside and
travelled much better and more smoothly.
21.

SPRING FIELD TRIP

The spring field trip left on 25 October 1975. As before, the fuel
sledges were taken away first to make it easier to get up the slope. This
time they were taken all the way to Lanyon Junction. One workshop and one
17

Freighter caravan were taken with the fuel sledges, as a Geoceiver station
was to be set up there to get a better fix. The Geoceiver was only run for
about half a day, but this gave enough passes for the purpose.
The DS tractors then returned to Casey, picked up the rest of the trains
and regrouped at Lanyon Junction later that afternoon. The 'A' team now
consisted of Nodwell 2 with the D5 tractor pulling the Freighter fuel sledge,
two Frank Smith fuel sledges, one caravan and the workshop (Plate 8). The
'B' team consisted of Nodwell 3 with the D5 tractor pulling an Otago fuel
sledge, one workshop caravan and one Freighter caravan. The Otago was
large, articulated sledge 6.1 x 2.4 m with an 18 ton capacity, and carried
all the fuel for the 'B' team for the whole trip, 22 tons. It travelled
well with its wide articulated runners and was never a problem. The
Freighter fuel sledge was quite the opposite. On soft snow it tended to
travel through the snow more than over it, and was a great problem - the
rl.lllners were later found to be buckled.
Nodwell 2 had gone from Casey north towards Cape Folger, and was to
rejoin the rest of the traverse at Blythe Jl.lllction after measuring
accumulation and gravity at the main stations en route. One 'A' side Frank
Smith fuel sledge had to be left behind at Lanyon Jl.lllction as the surface
was so soft and powdery from fresh snowfalls that the D5 tractor could not
tow the heavy weight and merely bogged itself. These sledges had narrower
runners than the Otago or Freighter type and dug down badly in these
conditions, at times riding so deep that they were pushing "bow-waves" of
snow ahead of them. They also had the fixed runners instead of the
articulated system of the others. In these conditions they were never so
satisfactory as the Freighter or Otago types.
The DS tractor normally consumed their 50 gallons of fuel in 8-9 hours,
though this was reduced in soft snow. The Nodwells averaged about 1.6 km
per gallon, though this figure varied with the gear the vehicle was using.
A blizzard came up on 27 October lasting three days.
after this did little to help travelling conditions.

Heavy snowfalls

B001 was reached on 31 October. Barometric levelling was done to B015,
a slow process with much white-out; travelling was often possible only by
having one person walk in front of the vehicle so that the driver could tell
by watching the walking person's feet where the bumps or holes were. The
'A' team went from B015 to A015 to set up the Geoceiver again in preparing
for the Tellurometer work to continue. Another blizzard came up here, this
time for only two days. B021 was reached on 12 November. Some stations
between AOlS and B021 were missing and had to be replaced. At B021 the
Geoceiver was set up straight away, then the fuel dump was dug out and
re-established on the surface. Established in 1973, the drums were now
about 1 metre below the surface. A long blizzard came up lasting until
28 November. When it finally cleared enough an astro azimuth was observed,
though due to the ice movements since 1973, A021 (used for a reference
object) was no longer intervisible from grmmd level. However. high drifts
had formed behind the vehicles during the blizzard and by setting up on one
of these A021 could be seen (Plates 14 and 15).
The best part of a day was spent digging out the sledges and vehicles,
and moving them to clear grormd. Measurements were continued on 1 December.
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By this time the sun was up for 24 hours a day, so work was possible
at any time. The only inconvenience was in trying to sleep; the windows in
the caravans were covered over to try to make it darker inside.
A few stations between B021 and A026 were missing. Travelling at A026
was relatively rapid with no hold-ups, and it was reached on 5 December
(Plate 9).
Between B021 and A026 were some high ridges with deep, wide valleys
between them. The stations were originally located on these ridge tops,
though the large ice movements since 1973 had sometimes caused the stations
to move downhill. If a station was missing and had to be replaced, it would
be relocated on a ridge top, even if this was some distance away from its
original position (see Annex C for surface profiles).
A034 was reached on 17 December. The station mark had gone, but the
beacon marking the fuel dump was still showing above the ground, so a new
station was put in nearby. An approximate connection from this beacon to
the original station was obtained, but though this area was scraped away
with the D5 tractor down to the 1973 surface level - as indicated by cans,
paper, etc, from the 1973 campsite - no sign was found of the station. The
Geoceiver was therefore set up eccentric to the new station.
The 1973 fuel dump was located and dug out with the D5. The tops of
the drums were at least 1 m below the ground, so the dump was re-established
nearby on the present surface level (Plates 16 and 17). Extra fuel and food
were also added to this dump. The last quadrilateral was measured, then the
whole group reformed at A034. While travelling to the stations to measure
this last quadrilateral, Nodwell 3 twice threw off a track. Apparently one
of the front axles had been bent by "sastrugi bashing", throwing it out of
alignment. It had to be changed with an inner axle to overcome this problem.
The return trip started on 23 December. Everyone except Nodwell 2
started off going back along the 'A' side. Nodwell 2 went back via the 'B'
side for barometric levelling,. ice radar and gravity work, with one of the
vehicles on the 'A' side acting as a base station for the levelling.
Christmas Day was spent at A030 and B027, in a blizzard which kept up until
28 December. As soon as this eased, travel continued to B022. The 'B'
team separated here, one half staying at B022, the other half going to B021.
The 'A' team went on to AOlS for the last two Tellurometer measurements back
to these two stations.
Snowfalls and white-outs after this again slowed progress. Travelling
from A015 to AOOl was a tremendous problem, the snow being so soft
that the
'A' s de train had to be split into two sections, one half being taken
on a
few kilometres then the DS returning for the second half. This of
course
slowed progress greatly, and involved covering the distance three times.
After AOOl the surface hardened and travelling became easier. Nodwell
2
went back via Blythe Junction and the Cape Folger line for ice
radar
.
.
gravity, accumulation and barometric levelling, while everyone else
through the Autostation (to completely recharge the batteries there went
from the
works ops) to Bl he Junction, then back to Casey direct. The
fuel
sledge
was picked up again at Lanyon Junction, and everyone returned
to Casey on
8 January 1976.

.
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After the return, all the vehicles and caravans had to be cleaned and
emptied, ready for use by the 1976 relieving expedition. A small amount of
extra work was done on the Casey triangulation scheme for a few days, then
all efforts had to be directed to getting personal and official gear ready
for the return trip to Melbourne.
22.

1975-1976 CHANGEOVER

The "Toala Dan" arrived on 19 January 1976, and once again the
helicopters were in continuous use. Spot photography was done of the trig
stations from Wilkes to Haupt Nunataks and of Donovan, Frazier and Swain
Islands. The rest of the time was spent unloading the ship, and in
backloading some 1975 equipment, plus personal and official items. A short
blizzard held up unloading for a day or so, causing the ship to leave
Newcomb Bay when the anchors started to drag - one was lost when snagged in
the rocky bottom. The official changeover took place on 27 January 1976.
23.

MACQUARIE ISLAND

After leaving Casey, a rough trip was made to Macquarie Island. There
was little pack ice to negotiate, which barely slowed the ship. Echo
sounding was again organised on a 24 hour roster system until the ship
reached the 60th parallel. Macquarie Island was sighted on the evening of
3 February.
No comprehensive vertical photography existed for Macquarie Island, so
it was with this aim in mind that camera equipment was sent with the ship to
Casey. Flight plans were already drawn up, and covered heights from 1525 m
to 3660. m. A heavy, low cloud coverage existed until 6 February, when the
cloud base lifted to 900 m. New flight lines had to be drawn first to
cover this new altitude. Flying was possible for a few hours only before
the cloud base lowered again. At this extra low altitude .film was used up
at a terrific rate, and the supply brought down (Kodak Aero 2405) was
quickly used up. Station personnel then contributed their own personal
stocks, along with some official stock (mainly FP4), and this was used for
the rest of the photography.
Flying was possible again the next day for a very short time at mostly
650 m. Two short runs at 1830 m were possible on the south-east coast. No
more photography was possible after this, and the ship left for Melbourne
on 8 February.
A Hasselblad 70 mm camera with 40 nun lens was used for the photography.
This fitted into a mount which could be manually corrected for fore and aft
tilts by the camera operator, and also adjusted for crabbing angle. . The
camera was triggered by an intervalometer, the times of shutter release
depending on effective ground speed and overlap required. Seventy frame
magazines were used. No driftsight was supplied for navigation, which was
really essential for accurate positioning of the plane or helicopter - a
Bell Jetranger helicopter (Plate 19). Navigation was done by visually
positioning the helicopter over ground features which was not very
satisfactory and could lead to missed lateral overlap. Only 40% of the
island was photographed.
The
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Thala Dan" docked in Melbourne on Friday 13 February 1976.
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24.

COMPUTATIONS

All the computations for the 1975 IAGP were performed at the Melbourne
office of the Division of National Mapping between March and October 1976.
The computations were done on the CYBER 7600 computer on the CSIRONET system
using standard National Mapping programs, the data being input at the CSIRO
.computing centre at East Melbourne. An electronic data terminal was
frequently used to control and alter the programs while the adjustments were
being performed, either at East Melbourne or on the terminal at the Division
of National Mapping.
24.1 VARYCORD program
The VARYCORD program was used to adjust the IAGP trilateration network.
This is a least squares method of adjustment by variation of coordinates of
angles, distances and azimuths in horizontal control surveys, and can be
used to adjust traverses, trilateration and triangulation.
Preliminary coordinates in latitude and longitude are first given to
all the points in the network to be adjusted - in the case of the 1975
adjustment the 1973 coordinates were used. The azimuths and distances between
all these points are computed by the program and are then adjusted so
that the sum of Lhe squares of the residuals (the difference between the
observed and the calculated values) is a minimum. Control station positions
are held fixed, with the variable stations being adjusted to best fit (see
Technical Report 6 "VARYCORD" by A.G. Bomford).
24.1.1

VARYCORD computations 1975

The trilateration network of braced quadrilaterals was controlled by
Geoceiver stations at AOOl, BOOl, A009, A015, 8021, A026 and A034. An
astronomical azimuth was observed at each of these stations and included
in the adjustments for azimuth control.
Eccentric positions were used for the Geoceiver at all sites except
B001, A015 (Spring) and B021. Corrections were calculated and applied to
each station when results were received from the USA.
Final values adopted were:AOOl
B001
A009
A015 (Autuum)
A015 (Spring)
8021
A026
A034

S 66
66
67
67
67
67
68
68

Q

43
41
00
19
19
40
14
54

II

4 7. 0516

.39.1371
53.1718
45.9690
45.9530
52.0700
04.9950
45.4700

E 112
112
112
112
112
111
112
112

°

50
43
41
18
18
50
04
02

I

II

08. 2740
03.3870
43.2437
50.9780
50.7040
00.8990
44. 2040
03. 5430

All these coordinates are on the International Spheroid, and have
been converted from the NWL8E Ellipsoid as supplied by the USGS (see
Annex I for the complete list of Geoceiver stations).
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The whole network was divided by these Geoceiver stations into five
main sections:
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

AOOl, B001 to A009
A009 to A015
A015 to B021
B021 to A026
A026 to A034

1
2
3

4

5

The adjustment was done in five stages: 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
See Annex H
24.1.1.1

Each section adjusted individually with no azimuths
Sections 1 & 2 combined with no azimuths
Sections 1 & 2 combined with azimuths
Sections 3, 4 & 5 combined with no azimuths
Sections 3, 4 & 5 combined with azimuths

Adjusted position for B021
Stage 2:

Sections 1

&2

0

"

0

"

S 67 40 52.070
- 00.154

E 111 50 00. 8990
+ 00.1215

67 40 51. 916

111 50 01. 0205

combined with no azimuths

These two sections combined represented the autumn field trip and
adjusted well with only a relatively small total adjustment from AOOl to
A009 (-1.4 m), from A009 to A015 (1.1 m) and overall of -0.3 m. No
adjustments were made to any Geoceiver stations.
24 .1.1. 3 Stage 3:

Stage 5:

Sections 1 & 2 combined with azimuths

Azimuths observed at AOOl and A009 were included in this adjustment.
No azimuth was possible at A015 due to continuously unfavourable observing
conditions. For the final adjustments exact positions of the observing
stations were calculated and used in the azimuth reductions, which were not
weighted in the VARYCORD program. The azimuth at AOOl received an
adjustment of -24. 2", and at A009 of + 10 .1". With the inclusion of the
azimuths all the intermediate stations changed positions slightly though the
overall adjustment remained practically the same.
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Sections 3, 4

&5

combined with azimuths

.1

B021 only adjusted. B021 was used as in 24.2.4. Azimuths were
applied at A015, B021, A026 and A034, the adjustments to them
being -6.7", 53.2", -6.1" and -2.1" respectively. The azimuth
was applied from B021 ADJ to A021 ADJ, this being the position
of the station on the day of departure and close to when the
azimuth was observed. The azimuth B021 - A021 was calculated
by the VARYCORD program, as was the connection A021 - A021 ADJ.

.2

B021 and A026 adjusted. B021 was adjusted twice in this step,
firstly back to the position on the day of arrival at the
station and secondly forward to the position on the day of
departure from the station. These were the actual days of
measurement (1975: 317 and 1975: 334).
The new positions were
called B021 ADJ 1 and B021 ADJ 2: A021 and A021 ADJ are as
before. The azimuth was applied from B021 ADJ 2 to A021 ADJ.

Each section adjusted individually with no azimuths

Mean position B021 (1975:319)
Correction to 1975:334

Sections 3, 4 & 5 combined with no azimuths

This stage was done in two steps:

Horizontal sea level distances (see Annex K) were used throughout
the VARYCORD adjustments. These distances and the initial coordinates given
to the variable stations were adjusted between the fixed Geoceiver stations.
In this way the maximum adjustment in each section could be seen and also
the total adjustment per section. All of the sections adjusted well with
only relatively small residuals except for sect on 4, which was_left wit
a total adjustment of about 5 metres. Examination of the Geoceiver station
positions and their movements shows a high rate of movement at B021
(0. 344 m/day, see Annexes L & M). After a 15 day correction was applied
to the position of B021 - the delay between coming to and going from the
station, section 4 adjusted well.

24.1.1.2

Stage 4:

These three sections combined represented the spring field trip.
Two positions of B021 were used, called B021 and B021 ADJ, the coordinates
being as in 24.1. 1. 1. TI1e connection from B021 to B021 ADJ was calculated
and held fixed, while the connection from A021 to A021 ADJ (to correspond
with the two B021 positions) was calculated by the VARYCORD program in the
course of the adjustment, the stations at A021 being allowed to float. The
measured distance A021 - B021 was adopted also for A021 ADJ - B021 ADJ. No
other stations were adjusted.
24. 1.1.5

for a summary of the adjustments.

Stage 1:

24. 1. 1. 4

Mean position B021 (1975:319)
Correction back to 1975:317
Position B021 ADJ 1

0

"

67 40 52.0905

Mean position B021 (1975:319)
Correction forward to 1975:334
Position B021 ADJ 2

0

"

S67 40 52.070 E 111 5 0 00. 899
+ 00.0205
00.0162
111 50 00.8828

S67 40 52.070
00.154

Elll 50 00. 899
+ 00.1215

67 40 51. 916

111 50 01. 0205

A026 was treated in the same way. Even though the length of
stay at this station was only three days the high rate of
movement at the station warranted the adjustement (0.370m/day
see Annexes L and M). B026 was also given two positions, their
actual location and the connection between them being calculated
by the VARYCORD program; these were called B026 and B026 ADJ.
The azimuth was applied from both A026 ADJ 1 and A025 ADJ 2
.
,
as it
was observed over the mean day of occupation. The
measured distance A025 ADJ 1 - B026 was also applied to A026
ADJ 2 - B025 ADJ. Azimuths were applied to AOlS and A034
as well, the corrections overall being -7.2" at AOlS, -13.9"
at B021 ADJ 2, -2.8" at A026 ADJ 1, 0.6" at ADJ 2 and -1.2"
at
A034.
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Mean position A026 (1975:341-342)
Correction back to 1975:340

II

0

S68 14 04.995 Ell2 04 44.204
00.0203
+ 00.0164

Position A026 ADJ 1

112 04 44.1837

68 14 05.0114

Mean position A026 (1975:341-342)
Correction forward to 1975:343

S68 14 04.995 Ell2 04 44. 204
+ 00.0203
- 00.0164
112 04 44.2243

6 8 1 4 04.9786

Position A026 ADJ 2
24 .1. 2

II

0

VARYCORD computations 1973

The bulk of the 1973 IAGP work had already been computed by D. Bruce, the
1973 Casey wintering surveyor. Some of it was re-examined and readjusted.
Sections 1 and 2 were combined and recalculated and sections 3, 4 and 5
combined and recalculated in two stages, once with no adjustment to the
Geoceiver stations and then with B021 and A026 adjusted as in 24.1.1.5.2.
24.1.2.1

Sections 1

&2

combined with azimuth

These sections were re-examined and re-run as there was a large
misclose between A009/G and A015. (A009/G is the Geoceiver station at
A009, 32.405 m a t 266 ° 26 '44 .6" from A009). Section 1, from AOOl to A009/G
adjusted well with only a small residual - 0.05 m, but Section 2 had an
overall misclose of -5.2 m. The quadrilaterals from A009 to A015 were
rechecked with horizontal sea level distances for misclose and fol.llldto be
satisfactory, so it was presumed there was an error at A015, perhaps in an
eccentric Geoceiver position, though this was only an assumption as no
field books of this station could be fotllld. The observed azimuths at A002
and A009 had corrections of -24. 0" and -2. 5" respectively.
24 .1. 2. 2 Sections 3, 4 and 5 combined with azimuth
.1

.2

No adjustments to Geoceiver stations. This was the first n m ,
with the Geoceiver positions being adopted as received from the
USA. No adjustments were made to them for movements of the ice.
The overall residuals were quite large with a maximum of 1.097 m
at B025. The adjustments to the azimuths were -18.7" at B021,
-6.2 11 at A026 and -3.9'' at A034.
B021 and A026 adjusted. Both of these stations were adjusted
from their mean positions to their positions on the days of
arrival and departure at the stations. The azimuths were
applied from B021 ADJ 1 to B020 and from both A026 ADJ 1 & 2
to B026 ADJ 1 & 2 respectively. A021 was changed to A021 ADJ
1 & 2, their positions and the connection between them being
calculated by VARYCORD. Similarly for B026 ADJ 1 & 2. The
azimuths were adjusted by -1.3" at B021 ADJ 1, 1.3" at A026 ADJ 1,
0.2 11 at A026 ADJ 2 and by -1.3 11 at A034.
Mean position B021 (1973:325)
Correction back to 1973:321
Position B021 ADJ 1
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0

II

0

"

S67 40 59.6140
+ 00.0411

Elll 49 55.1300
- 00.0324

67 40 59.6551

111 49 55.0976

Mean position B021 (1973:325)
Correction forward to 1973:329
Position B021 ADJ 2
Mean position A026 (1973:336)
Correction back to 1973:333
Position A026 ADJ 1
Mean position A026 (1973: 336)
Correction forward to 1973:340
Position A026 ADJ 2

0

"

S67 40 59.6140
- 00.0411

0

II

Elll 49 55. 1300
+ 00.0324

67 40 59.5729

111 49 55.1624

S68 14 12.9630
+ 00.0327

E112 04 34. 3100
- 00.0406

68 14 12.9957

112 04 34 2694

S68 14 12. 9630
- 00.0436

El12 04 34. 3100
+ 00.0542

68 14 12.9194

112 04 34.3642

24.2 MI'TELLY program
All the distances used in the VARYCORD program were reduced from the
field slope measurements to horizontal sea level distances by the MTTELLY
program.
Data required in the reduction of these distances are:
. distance measured in metres or the transit time in
nanoseconds;
temperature in Celcius degrees - dry bulb;

. vapour pressure in millibars;
. barometric pressure in millibars;
• the elevation of both stations in metres - see Annex N - or
the elevation of one and a vertical angle to the other.

The program calculates the horizontal sea level distance, the vapour
pressure in inches of mercury and the refractive index.
24.3 NEYMET program
The NEYMET program was used to calculate all the astronomical azimuths
observed in the IAGP work. The Ney method of observation involves
horizontal circle astronomy in which horizontal angles are observed from
a refe 7en ce object to the star with accurate times noted. Approximate
elevations are read and plate bubble readings noted so that a correction
to the star pointings can be applied during the calculations for dislevelment
of. the trunnion axis. The NEYMET program is a least squares solution in
whi h the astronomical triangle is solved for every observation and a
ser1e_s of o servation equations formed to calculate corrections to the
adop:ed latitude, longitude and azimuth. The program has options for
solving for any or all of these three.
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24. 4 INTSECT program
The INTSECT program will calculate the position of a station in
latitude and longitude from distances observed into it from up to ten
adjacent stations. Only one pair of these adjacent stations are used at
a time; at the end a least squares solution is applied to the results of the
individual calculations. In this case the program was used to calculate
the positions of the wing points A023/l, A023/2 and B023/l, as they were
not included in the VARYCORD program.
The positions calculated were:A023/l
A023/l
A023/2
A023/2
B023/1
B023/1

1973
1975
1973
1975
1973
1975

S 67
67
67
67
67
67

0

48
48
47
47
48
47

"

11. 315
03.113
34.522
26.254
02.912
55.066

E 112
112
112
112
111
111

0

02
02
03
03
53
53

at 1:500 000 to clearly show the vectors. The vector movement plots were
also drawn at the same two scales for the same reasons. AOOl to A015 was
plotted at 1:250 000 with a vector scale of 20 m to 1 cm and AOOl to A035
plotted at 1:500 000 with a vector scale of 200 m to 1 cm.
Those 1973 stations not folllld and used in 1975 have no vectors shown.

"

14.668
23. 749
48. 154
57.096
07. 910
15.862

UTM coordinates for these points are:
A023/l
A023/l
A023/2
A023/2
B023/1
B023/1

1973
1975
1973
1975
1973
1975

E 543
543
544
544
537
537

737.366
847.976
851.689
960.857
338,305
434.923

N 2 478 521. 754

2
2
2
2
2

478
479
479
478
479

733.959
642.526
896.755
881. 468
123 .107

24.5 AZARC Erogram
The AZARC program is used for the calculation of distance and azimuth
between any two points on the earth's surface, using Rudoe's formula. In
this case it was used to calculate the movements of the stations in the
trilateration network, by calculating the distance and azimuth between the
final 1973 and 1975 coordinates, as calculated in the VARYCORD programs.
Only those 1973 stations folllld and used in 1975 were used in this program.
Geoceiver station movements were calculated separately (see Annex L).
24.6 VECTRIG prograJI!
The VECTRIG program was derived from the VECTOR program used in
photogrammetry to plot error vector residuals of a photogrrunmetric adjustment,
and was adapted for the IAGP work. It was used to produce computer drawn
plots of the yearly accumulation rates (see Annex E) and of the vector
movements from 1973 to 1975 (see Annex 0) of the stations of the
trilateration network.
The accumulation plots were drawn at two scales: 1:150 000 from A001
to A015 with a vector scale of 1 m to 1 cm and at 1:500 000 from A016 to A035
with a vector scale of 1 m to 1 cm. In both cases the 1973 VARYCORD
coordinates were used to plot the station positions. The first section was
plotted at the larger scale as the stations are too close together
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Plate I

Mawson's Hut, Commonwealth Bay, January 1975.

'·

Plate 2

Casey, as seen from Budnick Hill, July 1975.

Plate 6

survey, July 1975.
Erecting the beacon on G 11, Casey triangulation

Plate 7

April 1975.
The onset of a blizzard near Blythe Junction

Plate 8

Plate 9

Typical towing arrangement of the D5 train. L to R: Freighter caravan, Workshop
caravan, Frank Smith fuel sledge, Freighter fuel sledge, D5 tractor.

The D5 train travelling in heavy sastrugi from A025 to A026. Glaciology spring field
tnp December 1975

Plate 14 The 0 5 drifted in after a 17 day blizzard at B021, Novem ber 1975.

Plate 16 Excavating the 1973 fuel dump at A034 December I 975. The new dump is being
re-established on the present surface level to the left in the photo.

·,1

.......

Plate 15 Drifts aroun d the 0 5 train, B021.

Plate 17 Refueling at the new fuel dump at A034 for the return trip to Casey. Glaciology
spring field trip, December 1975.

